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At Kingkraft, we are proud of the enviable 
reputation that we have built for manufacturing 
and supplying high quality products.

The company is owned and managed by a team of engineers and 
physiotherapists and is a recognised specialist in the field of bathing, 
moving and handling and seating/sensory integration. We are also proud 
of the official accreditations we have won from prestigious organisations.

We help design/plan, manufacture, supply/install and maintain the 
perfect bathroom or wetroom for your needs, managing the process 
from start to finish.

To find out how we can help with your next project, call us on  0114 
2690697 or email info@kingkraft.co.uk

Key facts
> Over 30 years’ 

experience

> Team of healthcare 
professionals

> A complete service

> Members of CHAS, 
ISOQAR 9001:2015, BHTA, 
Made in Sheffield

> Friendly and 
approachable team

Tailor-made  
for assisted living



We plan
Our consultation and full advisory service is provided free of charge and with no 

obligation. We’ll take time to discuss your ideal bathroom, ensuite or product solution 
with you and help plan this. Our experts will determine the best products to meet your 

specific needs and recommend suitable accessories to complete the solution.

We install
We will appoint an experienced engineer who is fully trained in the installation of our 
products as well as health and safety in the work place. They will be supervised by 
a Contract Manager and supported by other key members of our team. Installation 
begins with a full site survey to determine the exact requirements of your project.

We manufacture
By making our own baths, sinks and toileting solutions, amongst others, we get the 

chance to be involved in the whole process. Our experience of working with our clients 
means we have first hand knowledge of the types of products they want. We also 

know what they need to help make life easier.

We maintain
Following the installation of Kingkraft products, our trained engineers will visit the site 
to ensure that the products have been installed correctly and that they are safe to use. 

The items will be checked, and a commissioning certificate will be provided. We are 
then on hand to provide any support and guidance in using our products.

✚

✚

✚

Baths
An enviable reputation for high quality, easy-to-use 
baths for adults and children with disabilities.

Whirlpool or Air Spa

Lights

Changing top

Music

Tap options

Cushions and supports

Twin waste

Shower

Key to additional bath features:
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Cushions 
& supports 
These provide extra support and 
cushioning and are available with 
a range of options. We also make 
bespoke solutions to meet your 
exact requirements. 

Shower
Kingkraft baths can be supplied with a 
Category 3 or 5 shower or for an extra 
sensory experience we can offer a light 
up shower head. The colour will change 
with the temperature of the water. 

Tap options
You bath comes as standard with 
either a bath filler or bath shower mixer 
tap which has built in thermostatic 
protection when blending the water 
to TMV3. TMV3 valves are designed 
to react quickly to changes in the 
temperature and shut down to 
prevent scalding.

Lights
Colour changing lights are built 
into the bath to provide that extra 
sensory experience.

Twin waste
Twin waste is available on certain baths 
which allows for quicker drainage. 

Music
Listen to the latest music through 
speakers built into the bath when 
using your mobile phone or tablet 
via Bluetooth.

Whirlpool 
or Air Spa
Our built in whirlpool system adds extra 
comfort and relaxation when bathing. 

Changing tops
Our changing tops can be hinged to 
the side of the bath or removable to 
keep out of the way. There is also an 
additional option of a side rail.



Baths 
Multibath SE

Baths 
Multibath

Our Multibath is designed to look good, provide plenty of bathing space, 
and most importantly to be extremely versatile.

Whilst having a conventional appearance, the internal sizing of the bath 
means that our Kingkraft cushioning and support systems can be used 
without compromising the quality of the bath for the user.

The lowered styling of the side panels means that a conventional bath 
height is achieved at the lowest points, making access easier for mobile 
users. Consequently the bath can be used by a varied group of people 
from low to high dependency, with a wall/ceiling or mobile hoist system 
being used where necessary.

Model number 1700 2000

External length 1690mm 2040mm

External width 805mm 805mm

Height (approx) 555mm – 955mm 555mm – 955mm

Internal length 1400mm top 
1180mm bottom

1730mm top 
1510mm bottom

Internal width 590mm top 
500mm bottom

590mm top 
500mm bottom

Water depth 380mm 380mm

Maximum load 133kg (21 stone)

Main features
> Generous internal shape and 

size for maximum comfort
> Bath fill anti-scald TMV3 

thermostatic mixer tap
> Recessed side for easier access
> Adjustable height to reduce 

back strain for carer
> Available in two lengths
> Range of changing tops and 

supports available

12

The Multibath SE provides a powered seat allowing the user to 
have a more comfortable bathing experience.

The seat can be removed and the bath lowered to give standard 
bathing for amubulant users.

When lowered, the bath has one of the lowest step in heights in 
our profile while the seat can also offer a low transfer height, ideal 
for a wide range of users.

Main features
> Removable seat with aperture
> Fold up arms
> TMV3 Tap

Model number 1700 2000

External length 1690mm 2040mm

External width 805mm 805mm

Height (approx) 555mm-955mm 555mm-955mm

Internal length 1400mm top
1180mm bottom

1730mm top
1510mm bottom

Internal width middle 590mm top
500mm bottom

590-500mm

Water depth 380mm 380mm

Maximum load 133kg (21 stone)

13



Baths 
Aqualine

This bath benefits the carer as well as the user, as it is height-adjustable. 
This means that carers can set the height of the bath at a comfortable 
level for them, using a simple control panel, helping to avoid back strain.

Access into the bath is via a ceiling/wall mounted track or 
a mobile hoist system.

An attachable showering and changing top is available for extra versatility, 
and the bath can also be fitted with a bed guard if necessary for additional 
safety.

Model number 1600 1700 1800

External length 1600mm 1700mm 1800mm

External width 700mm 750mm 800mm

Internal length 1115-1435mm 1200-1535mm 1220-1670mm

Internal width 570mm 620mm 670mm

Height (approx) 610-910m 610-910m 610-910m

Depth 310mm 310mm 310mm

Maximum load 350kg (39 stone)

Main features
> Easy-to-control height 

adjustment from 61-91cm
> Bath fill anti-scald TMV3 

thermostatic mixer tap
> Folding Changing Top 

available

15Baths 
Argent

For an easy and relaxing bathing experience, “the Argent is a height 
adjustable” at an easily affordable price. 

The powered adjustable bath offers ease of height adjustment for 
the carer in a domestic or care setting for single or multi users. 

The Argent is ideal for a mobile or ceiling track hoist. Removable 
Changing top is available on this product

Model number 1700 1800

External length 1740mm 1840mm

External width 750mm 800mm

Bath height 650-1050mm 650-1050mm

Internal length 1520-1220mm 1620-1320mm

Internal width 500-590mm 500-590mm

Water depth 320mm 320mm

Maximum load 133kg (21 stone)

Main features
> 400mm powered height 

adjustment
 > Bath fill anti-scaled TMV3 

thermostatic mixer tap

14



Baths 
Lifestyle

This high end, luxury bath is ideal for those who struggle to cope 
with a normal bath. It offers highly attractive styling together with 
easy access, providing an altogether premium product.

Set at a height to suit the independent bather, it features a fully 
opening side panel which operates at the touch of a button. Users 
simply have to sit on the base of the bath, ease themselves into 
position, and close the door panel with the push button. The lifestyle 
comes with a digital tap control that can be wall or bath mounted 
which delivers water at a comfortable temperature. When the user 
has finished bathing, the remotely controlled waste drains the bath, 
enabling the user to open the panel again and leave the bath.

Model number 1700 2000

External length 1660mm 2016mm

External width 750mm 750mm

Base height (approx) 485-860mm 485mm-860mm

Internal length 1350mm 1680mm

Internal width middle 555mm 555mm

Water depth 250mm 250mm

Maximum load 133kg (21 stone)

Main features
> Electronic, fully opening 

side-panel
> Rada digital variable 

temperature control unit
> Twin waste for fast water 

drainage
> Height adjustable

16 Baths 
Contour

This bath is longer and more spacious than standard ones, making 
bathing a more relaxing experience. It is ideal for both assisted and 
independent bathing, with a drop-side that makes it easy for mobile 
users to get in and out, and provides better access to carers for 
changing and dressing the user. Access the bath can be also be 
accessed via ceiling/wall mounted and mobile hoist systems. The bath 
is also height-adjustable, reducing the risk of back strain for carers.

Model number 2000

External length 2000mm

External width 
(side up)

835mm

External width 
(side down)

1125mm

Bath height (approx) 500mm-850mm

Internal length 1800mm top
1680mm bottom

Internal width 640mm max

Water depth 280mm

Maximum load 133kg (21 stone)

Main features
> Load-bearing drop-side 

for easy access
> Height adjustable
> Base and side support 

cushion
> Stainless steel 

locking handles
> Choice of back or head rest 

with cushion
> Bath fill anti-scald TMV3 

thermostatic mixer tap

17



Baths 
Easibath

The Easibath is one of our best-selling bathroom products thanks to 
its versatility and mid-range price. Designed to address the problems 
associated with high dependency bathing, it also serves as a showering 
platform and changing bench.

It is height adjustable, helping to avoid back strain for carers, and has a 
load-bearing drop-side to give easy access for more mobile users, and 
for carers needing to change and dress the user. It can also be used in 
conjunction with ceiling/wall mounted and mobile hoist systems.

Model number 1700 1900 2100

External length 1700mm 1837mm 2116mm

External width 
(sides up)

885mm 760mm 760mm

External width 
(sides down)

1065mm 940mm 940mm

Bath height 515-870mm

Internal length 1153mm 1292mm 1525mm

Internal width side up 645mm 520mm 520mm

Water depth 220mm 220mm 220mm

Maximum load 133kg (21 stone). 

Main features
> Load-bearing drop side which 

also serves as showering 
table and changing bench

> Variable height
> Side and base cushion
> Choice of cushioned back or 

head rest
> Bath fill anti-scald TMV3 

thermostatic mixer tap
> Extra wide option available 

and also bespoke sizes 
available on request

> Stainless steel locking 
handles

18

Wetrooms
We provide the complete start-to-finish service on an 

extensive selection of contemporary wetroom designs and 
level access showers, which can bring elegance and 

sophistication to any disabled bathroom

Contact us on 0114 2690697 to see how we can help

SupplyDesign Install



Cushions
A comprehensive range of cushions that are 
proven to enhance your bathing experience.

Cushions 
Kingkraft Komfort & Kozy Bather

Additional options
>  Head support on 

Komfort Bather
> Removable wedges
>  Replacement covers available

21

The Komfort Bather can be used in most standard baths 
and the Argent. 

The Kozy Bather can be used in all Kingkraft and has a smaller 
height profile to be used in conjuction with our Changing Tops. 

Contact Kingkraft for further advice

Width 480mm

Support Bars 130mm (not available on Kozy)

Weight limit 120kg (19 stone)

A A

B BC C

A 692mm
B 334mm
C 340mm

A 504mm
B 334mm
C 340mm

Kingkraft Komfort Kozy Bather



BSW120 Vacuum 
support cushion - small

FG-CU0038 

BSW180 Vacuum 
support cushion - large

FG-CU0039 

CC87 Chair cushion

FG-CU0048 

HS20 & HS25 Head 
support cushion

FG-CU0041 / FG-CU0043  

PC45 Cushion pad

FG-CU0049

SC135 Full length 
side cushion

FG-CU0051

BC170 Full length back 
and base cushion

FG-CU0050  

Complete cushion set 
which includes: 1 x 
BC170 and 2 x SC135

FG-CU0209

Baby bather support 
seat for bathing 

FG-BB0001

Cushions to fit standard baths 22

Back rest & cushion

FG-CU0005

Base mattress

FG-CU0001

Changing table base 
mattress & side cushion

FG-CU0008-9

Head rest & cushion

FG-CU0004

Knee rest

FG-CU0003

Shower changer base 
mattress & side cushion

FG-CU0006-7

Side cushion

FG-CU0002

Cushions to fit Kingkraft baths 23

Cushions are available 
in white or blue PVC material

Please note these are for use on Kingkraft products only



Wash basins 
Ropox support wash basin

Wash basins 
Pressalit lifter basin
This wash basin is perfect for locations where 
lots of people need to use it. It is easy to adjust 
the height to make it suitable for each individual 
user, and has proved very popular with residential 
homes and hospitals, as well as private homes.

Additional options
> Adjustments can be made manually, 

or by gas or electric
> Electric remote control available
> Choice of tap configurations

A range of wash basins to suit every user and carer’s 
needs. These include options with swing arms for 
multiple positions and basins with height adjustment, 
both manual and electric.

25

Basins
Height adjustable 
and swing basins 
to suit every need.



27Wash basins 
Assist Plus variable height basin

Wash basins 
Assist variable height basin
The unit consists of a basin which includes a large 
surface area to provide plenty of arm support. 
At the touch of a button, the basin top unit moves 
up and down, ensuring that everything is at the 
correct height for each individual user.

The top is ergonomically shaped so the user can 
get closer to the basin.

Main features
> Standard TMV mixer tap 
> Glacier white Corian

Additional features
> Different shaped and coloured Corian 

on request
> Infra red tap options

The concept of our variable height basins is 
both simple and ingenious. The unit consists 
of a basin which includes a large surface area 
to provide plenty of arm support, a mirror and 
surround lights. 

At the touch of a button, the entire unit moves 
up and down, ensuring that everything is 
at the correct height for each individual user.

Main features
> TMV3 Mixer tap
> Glacier white Corian

Additional features: 
> Different shaped and coloured Corian 

on request
> Infra red taps

Wash basins 
Mississippi swing basin

The shape and size of the wash basin ensures that seated and 
standing users can use the basin from the front or sides. A model of 
the wash basin can also be height adjusted to suit individual users.

Standard features
> Ability to swing 180 degrees
> Height adjustable
> Gel coated, composite aluminium and stainless steel

Additional options
> Accessory kit
> Plug with overflow

Maximum load 300kg (47.2 stone)

26

WITH LONG COVER

WITH SHORT COVER

WITH DOCK-IN

VARIANTS

HEIGHT ADJ.   #40-41140 
FIXED HEIGHT #40-41120

HEIGHT ADJ.   #40-41130
FIXED HEIGHT #40-41110

#40-40069

590

879

430

150

160

67
7

52
3

44
0

DOCK-IN

1003

68
4

15
0

26
1

606

265

854

27

Corian Top Width 640mm

Corian Top Depth 545mm

Base height 670-920mm

Base width 615mm



Changing equipment 
Mobile changing table

This changing table features raise/lower functionality to provide 
safe, low-level transfer and reduce the risk of back strain for carers. 
The drop side design gives easy access, and transfer can take place 
either without a hoist, or with a mobile or wall/ceiling mounted hoist.

Specifications Dimensions

External width 800mm

External length 2000mm

Internal width 700mm

Internal length 1950mm

Height 500-900mm

Internal depth 175mm

Maximum load 150kg (23.6 stone)

Standard features
> Battery powered raise/lower 

feature
> Fully wrapped over cushioning
> Single opening side
> Lockable castors
> Stainless steel handles
> Standard size 2000mm

Additional options
> Twin opening side
> Customised sizes available
> Range of removable supports

29

Showering 
& changing
An easier way to change adults and children, with safe 
transfers and less risk of back strain for carers.



Changing equipment 
Mobile shower changer

This versatile unit is ideal for both showering and changing. Its raise/lower 
function makes low-level transfer safe and easy, while also helping carers 
to avoid back strain. The unit can open at both sides to provide a wide 
changing area, and comes in standard and customised sizes.

Size Medium Large

External width 
(sides down)

880mm 940mm

Exernal width 
(sides up)

780mm 840mm

Base height 500mm-900mm 500mm-900mm

Internal length 
(sides up)

1680mm 1950mm

Internal width 580mm 640mm

Internal depth 150mm 150mm

Maximum load 150kg (23.6 stone)

Main features
> Main features
> Battery powered raise/lower 

function for ease of use
> Fully cushioned for maximum 

comfort
> Twin opening sides provide 

larger changing area
> Drain hose with storage clip
> Grab handles to each end
> Lockable castors
> Stainless steel handles
> Load bearing sides

Bariatric version available 
– please enquire

31Changing equipment 
TM Shower Trolley

The standard trolley is available in 3 adult sizes

Small Medium Large

External Length 1850mm 2050mm 2250mm

External Width 800mm 800mm 800mm

Internal Length 1700mm 1900mm 2100mm

Internal Width 650mm 650mm 650mm

Height 510-910mm 510-910mm 510-910mm

Main features:
> Coated drop down safety rails
> Exendable flexi drain pipe
> Vinyl mattress and pillow
> Castors with a central brake 

locking system
> Battery and charger
> Available with blue or grey 

coloured top
> 12 month warranty
> 200kg safe working load
> Padded rail covers also available 

as an optional extra

30 31



Changing equipment 
Leit shower changer

The Leit shower changer is a folding lightweight changer and shower table 
which retro-fits many standard 1700mm baths (NB some baths may not be 
suitable, Leit can provide advice).

The shower changer is lightweight and easy to use. It is portable not only 
within the home, but is also ideal for travel use (a convenient carrying bag 
is available as an option).

When used in the home, the shower changer can be folded and stored 
away when not required, allowing the bath to be used by other family 
members. Side rails are an optional extra if required.

Size Small Large

External length 1375mm 1687mm

Internal length 1430mm 1632mm

Height above bath 305mm 350mm

External width 585mm 630mm

Internal width 535mm 590mm

Maximum load 120kg (19 stone)

Main features
> Fits many ‘standard baths’ 

from 1700mm long
> Standard colour gun metal 

grey with contrast colours 
for fitting and white vinyl

Additional options
> One or two side rails
> Side rail cushions
> Convenient travel and 

storage bag
> Can be used in conjunction  

with Leit trolley base

32 Changing equipment 
Leit shower trolley

The Leit shower trolley is a folding transportable showering and 
changing table which is lightweight and convenient for travel 
or occasional use. The unit comprises of a wheeled base with 
lockable castors and choice of two removable tops. Assembly is 
straightforward and after use or when not required it can easily be 
folded and stored away. The basic top section is intended solely for 
use on the wheeled base but the alternative ‘over-bath’ top can be 
removed from the base and used as a showering and changing table 
which can be positioned over most standard baths (please check as 
not suitable on all baths).

Model Base only Folding top (large) Folding top (small)

Length 994-1430mm - -

Width 705mm - -

Height 852mm - -

External length - 1687mm 1430mm

External width - 630mm 585mm

Internal length - 1632mm 1375mm

Internal width - 590mm 535mm

Maximum load 120kg (19 stone)

Standard features
> Standard colour gun metal 

grey with contrast colours for 
fitting and white vinyl

> Full instruction manual 
provided with unit

Additional options
> One or two side rails
> Side rail cushions
> Head support/foot extender 

options with cushion (white)
> Convenient travel 

and storage bag
> Can be used in conjunction 

with Leit Shower Changer

33



34 Changing equipment 
Wall mounted shower table (Hudson)

The changing and showering table features a removable support 
surface for ease of cleaning. It can easily be installed on a load bearing 
wall and is the ideal way of providing changing facilities where space is 
at a premium.

The table folds up to save space when not in use and the slim design 
ensures the product is as unobtrusive as possible.

The height of the table can be lowered to 30cm and raise electronically 
to 100cm. It therefore offers flexibility for transferring the user whilst 
enabling a good working position for the carer.

Size Small Medium Large

External length 1462mm 1782mm 2102mm

External width 943mm 943mm 943mm

Height 300-1000mm 300-1000mm 300-1000mm

Mattress length 1280mm 1600mm 1920mm

Wide 700mm 700mm 700mm

Maximum load 220kg (34stone)

Main features
> Electronically operated 

with handset
> Folds up for convenience
> Removable support surface

Additional options
> Side rail for increased security
> Available with integral 

headrest

Changing equipment 
Pressalit nursing bench

Safe and comfortable, this nursing bench goes low enough for transfer 
from, for example, a wheelchair, while also enabling the carer to place it at 
a suitable position for them, thus avoiding back strain.

Electronically powered, the height can be adjusted by up to 700mm 
by remote control. The bench can be folded away when not in use to 
maximise floor space.

Model number 1300 1800

External Length 1410mm 1910mm

External Width 798mm 798mm

Depth (inc. back) 987mm 987mm

Height 300-1000mm 300-1000mm

Maximum load 200kg (31.49 stone)

Standard features
> No cold surface, polyurethane 

foam covered
> Shape makes bench 

comfortable and safe
> Integrated water 

collection tray
> Spring assisted fold action 

of bench
> Manually adjustable backrest 

at both ends of bench
> Side rail easy to fold down 

and raise up

34 35



Changing equipment 
Wall mounted changing table

The wall mounted changing table folds up when not in use to save 
space and the unique, slim design ensures that the product is as 
unobtrusive as possible.

The height of the table can be lowered to 30cm and raised, 
electronically to 100cm and so offers flexibility for transferring the user 
whilst enabling a good working position for the carer.

With a hygienic laminate surface, the table provides a comfortable, 
practical base upon which a user can be dressed/changed.

Dimensions

Length 900-1900mm

Width 700mm or 800mm

Depth (overall) 880mm

Maximum load 150kg (23.6 stone)

Standard features
> Folds up for convenience
> Slim, unobtrusive design
> Cushioned surface
> 30 - 100cm range of lift

Additional options
> Side rail for additional security
> Side padding

36 Showering 
Pressalit shower seat

Designed for children or adults to help make showering a pleasant, 
comfortable experience. 

Powered rise and fall will bring the user comfortably to a standing 
position. Manual adjustment means the chair can be set to suit different 
or growing users. 

Main features
> Seat height adjustable 

by up to 330mm
> Easy lever lock arrangement 

for height adjustment
> Takes up minimal space 

when folded
> Powered height adjustment 

or manual
> With or without aperture

37



Toileting 
Tilt-in-space shower toilet chair (Boris)Toileting

A range of practical solutions 
for toileting which make 
life easier for those 
with disabilities.

This shower toilet chair provides comfort and safety for children and 
adults with complex support needs.

The anatomically shaped seat offers excellent postural support to the 
user, and optional supports provide additional safety.

The seat can be adjusted to different angles to enable easier access 
when showering.

Model number Size 0 Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4

Height of back 46cm 49cm 56cm 63cm 65cm

Seat depth 31cm 36cm 41cm 46cm 48cm

Total width 52cm 58cm 60cm 68cm 70cm

Max lower leg length 38cm 38cm 48cm 48cm 48cm

Max load 60kg 80kg 100kg 120kg 150kg

Other dimensions available upon request.

Main features
> Available in 5 sizes
> Adjustable height to suit most 

toilets
> Adjustable seat angle from 

-5� degrees to +30 degrees
> Lockable castors
> Robust stainless steel 

construction
> Easy-to-clean 

polyethylene seat
> Choice of 

accessories available 
- Head rest 
-  Arm rest 
- Commode pan 
- Foldable, adjustable 
 foot support

 - Harness & lap straps
 - Abduction wedge
 - Ankle cuffs
 - Foot straps

39



Toileting 
Aerolet toilet lift

Toileting 
Toilet seats & support arms

41

We offer a range of fixed and height adjustable grab rails with a 900mm projection to give better 
support on and off the toilet. 

The Aerolet is designed to facilitate independent toilet 
use over the Aquaclean 8000plus and 8000 plus 
care. This electronically controlled toilet lift gently 
raises and lowers while the user remains fully seated, 
supported and in control at all times, ensuring safe and 
comfortable personal hygiene management.  

Main features
> Available with a tilting motion or straight vertical lift
> Seat seal on underside ensures optimum drying 
> Aerolet fixes to the Aquaclean 
> Both models have a maximum weight limit of 150kg
> Suited to the single user/limited number of users 

environment (tilt)
> Arms adjustable (tilt only)
> Vertically adjustable for a single user environment 

(vertical model) 
> Arms raise & lower with the seat (vertical model)
> Controls on the left or right arm

Toileting 
SmartHome toilet riser
The HS130 SmartHome Toilet Riser is a lifting system for wall mounted and Geberit Aquaclean shower 
toilets. It is designed for a wide variety of users’ needs and is suited for acute care settings, long term 
care environments and private homes.

Main features
> Simple push button for manual flushing
> Easy to use remote control
> Tilt mobility function
> Vertical rise & fall option
> Nursing arms
> Mobile hoist access

Toileting 
Pressalit toilet riser
Main features
> 400mm electric height adjustable
> White / anthracite or Lime green back plate
> Includes cistern
> Standard WC or wash dry WC options available

Toileting 
Ropox Toilet Riser
Main features
> Electrical height adjustment 40,5 to 80,5 cm.
> Unit size in buttom position: 

Electric & Manual 118 x 79 x 20,5 cm / Basic 118 x 79 x 16,5 cm
> Hand control or handle may be placed to the left or right.
> Flushing 3 or 6 liters.
> Colour of the unit is white.
> Standard or wash dry WC options.

40



HoistsToileting 
Aquaclean 8000plus shower toilet

The AquaClean 8000plus Care Shower Toilet has a perfect blend of stylish 
design and functionality, providing a shower toilet facility that promotes 
independence.

Designed to meet the highest hygiene standards, it has a unique control 
system so that each cycle can be operated automatically or manually, and 
each function can be adjusted to suit the user’s needs.

Model number Aquaclean 8000 Plus Care

Total height 960mm

Width 420mm

Height to seat 405, 425, 445, 465, 485, 505, 525mm

Projection 750mm

Maximum load 150kg (23.6 stone)

Standard features
> Maximum load 150kg
> Height can be adjusted to 

meet the user’s needs
> Odour extraction function
> Seat sensor ensuring that 

functions can only be 
operated when user is seated

> Adjustable wash/dry settings
> Three programmable 

individual wash cycle settings 
for multi-user environments

> Self-cleaning shower head

Additional options
> Soft seat
> Seat with lid

42

Hoists 
GL5
Mobile lifters are used for lifting right from the floor 
level and enable the carers to lift even a very tall user 
in a large sling, with minimum effort. They can lift users 
weighing as much as 205kg.

A range of slings are available upon request.

Standard features:
> Wide span – the user can always be positioned cor-

rectly, even in 
wide beds

> Low lifts, right from floor level
> High lifts, even for tall users in 

a large sling
> Versatile, with the correct type 

of sling, a GL5 mobile lifter can be used to meet 
virtually all 
lifting needs



Hoists 
GH1, GH3 & GHZ
As Guldmann registered installers, we can meet 
all your hoisting needs. From a simple straight rail 
to a room cover system or a bedroom bathroom 
combination to a series of linked systems spanning 
across numerous rooms including over a pool area if 
required.

With three rail options available all with a 205kg 
weight limit* it gives you the option to span from 2-8m 
between fixings which is beneficial in rooms with high 
shaped ceilings, alternatively they can be sunken into 
the ceiling to give a less intrusive look. With a range of 
fixings and rails available your room can be stylish and 
functional. 

To complete your hoist system there are two options 
available, the aesthetically pleasing GH1 unit, available 
with different covers is ideal for domestic settings. This 
hoist offers a weight limit of 205kg smooth operation 
and easy charging using a docking station. An 
alternative option could be the GH1Q which can easily 
be removed and moved to other independent hoist 
systems. 

The GH3 hoist offers many of the above features but 
without the requirement of a specific charging point 
this allows ease of use for carers and end users, 
removing the worry of losing the charge if not returned 
to the docking station.

The GH3 is also an upgradable hoist with higher lifting 
capacities of up to 350kg*. Available with an infrared 
control from a separate remote including a LCD 
display on the handset with a built in scale to weigh 
the end user being lifted. It is also a care management 
system for institutions wishing to monitor the hoist 
usage. This hoist is ideal in pool environments.

The GHZ is a discreet – almost invisible – lifting 
module that ensures safe and comfortable lifts and 
an ergonomically safe working environment for care 
staff. The lifting module runs along the traverse rail, 
minimising the embedding dimensions and allowing 
extra lifting height, which can be a major benefit in 
rooms with low ceilings.
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Changing Places 
Hygiene Rooms

Contact Kingkraft for advice and product options for changing 
places and hygiene rooms. Room cover hoists, wall mounted 

or free standing powered changing benches, adjustable 
height wash basins and wash dry toilets.

Contact us on 0114 2690697 to see how we can help
*Manufactures guidelines apply



MULTI-SENSORY
An exciting range of Sensory Room and 

Sensory Bathroom packages to help you go 
one step further in transforming your 

space into a stimulating and interactive 
multi-sensory environment.

Immersive environments
Convert an existing or planned new room 

into a fully-controllable immersive and 
interactive space.

Weighted products
Our innovative range of weighted products 

deliver the calming and grounding effects of 
“Deep Pressure Therapy”.

Sensory bathrooms
Introduce a sensory dynamic to the 

bathing experience with our range of sensory 
bathroom packages. 

Multi-sensory packages
We can help you transform any space into 
a stimulating and interactive multi-sensory 

environment. 

CPD training
We provide a range of educational seminars and 

interactive product demonstrations. 

Service & maintenance
We provide comprehensive on-going technical 

support and offer a range of servicing and 
maintenance contracts. 

Helping make sensory simple
A reputation for manufacturing and supplying high-quality products 

Kingkraft now offer Sensory rooms and bathrooms with our sister company, SensoryKraft



Need help?
Let us take care of your next project. To find 
out more or to book your demonstration or 

assessment with one of our experts, call 
0114 2690697. You can even loan some of 

our products to ‘try before you buy’

View more products from our complete range 
and buy online at www.kingkraft.co.uk

Tailor-made for assisTed living



Kingkraft Ltd, 26D Orgreave Crescent, Dore House Industrial Estate, Sheffield  S13 9NQ

phone 0114 2690697  fax 0114 2695145  email info@kingkraft.co.uk  web www.kingkraft.co.uk 

WE PLAN ✚ WE MANuFACTuRE ✚ WE iNSTALL ✚ WE MAiNTAiN

Due to the process of continuous development 

we reserve the right to alter specification without notice

Tailor-made for assisTed living


